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Health Advocate Agenda

① Health Advocate Overview

② Overview of Health Advocate Services

③ How to Contact Health Advocate
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We Make 

Healthcare

Easier
Presented by:

Leslie D. Miller

Senior Account Executive



Health Advocate provides:

Health Advocate Overview

 Personalized support for a variety of health and insurance-related issues

 Help navigating through issues related to COVID-19

 Unlimited access for MMC colleagues and their eligible family members

 Interactive mobile app and website

Provided by MMC at no cost to you!

Pick up the phone and call 

with any healthcare issue and 

we will get you the help you need!
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Health Advocate 

does not provide 

medical care or 

recommended 

treatment

Health Advocate 

does not replace 

health insurance

Important Note About Our Service
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METRICS

Private and Confidential

We protect 

your privacy

We fully comply 

with the federal 

Health Insurance 

Portability and 

Accountability Act 

(HIPAA)

All health 

information 

is kept strictly 

confidential



It’s easy. When you 

have an issue, just call 

the toll-free number.

You will be assigned 

to a Personal Health 

Advocate.

The same Personal 

Health Advocate works 

with you until your 

issue is resolved.

No need to enroll before 

you call.

How does the 

Health Advocate

service work?
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Who are our Personal Health Advocates

Supported by 

our team of 

full-time 

medical 

directors

 Benefits Specialists experienced in

 Employee benefits education

 Resolving claims and benefits-related 

issues Trained Clinical 

Professionals

 Social Workers

 Counselors

 Nutritionists 

and more

 Registered Nurses 

experienced in

 Clinical care

 Case management

 Nursing education
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Help At Your Side

Coordinate

all aspects 
of your care

Our Personal Health Advocates can help 

Clarify

medical 

conditions, 

research 

treatments

Answer

benefits and 

coverage 

questions

Locate

in-network 

providers 

Resolve

medical 

billing and 

claims 

issues
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Support for medical issues

 Second opinions 

 Locate specialized 

services

 Children with 

special needs

 Clarify diagnoses

 Research treatments

 Decision support

 Coordinate care
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Take the hassle out of 

healthcare
 Get to the heart of your 

healthcare issue, no 

matter how complex

 Help facilitate          

pre-authorizations

 Assist with appeals

 Sort through 

time-consuming 

paperwork issues

 Research ways to 

reduce healthcare 

costs
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Health Advocate helps 

the whole family

 Employees 

 Spouses

 Dependents

 Parents

 Parents-in-law
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Special Support 

for Mom and Dad

 Assist with the transition from employer-based 

plans to Medicare

 Clarify all parts of Medicare including 

Advantage and supplemental plans

 Help with Medicare enrollment and plan 

selection

 Locate coverage for dependents under age 65

 Find eldercare services and resources that fall 

outside of traditional coverage
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How We Can 
Help with 
COVID-19
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Clinical Guidance

 Obtain a health history and discuss current status

 Discuss symptoms and answer questions

about testing

 Review current federal, state and 

local health department recommendations

 Provide educational materials and 

health information

 Answer questions about your benefit coverage

 Share preventive measures and tips 

for staying well

Our Advocates will:

How We Can Help with COVID-19
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Emotional Support

 Discuss emotional well-being, depression, 

stress, and coping skills

 Guide to additional mental health resources

 Review support for the educational 

and emotional needs of children

 Provide tips to stay focused and productive 

for those working from home

 Guide you through employer-provided benefits 

and other resources

Our Advocates will:

How We Can Help with COVID-19



Connect with Health Advocate
Anytime, Anywhere
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Interactive Website

and Mobile App
 See, learn and interact in real time with 

all of your Health Advocate services

 Instantly connect with a Personal 

Health Advocate

 View the status of a case in real time

 Upload documents and forms

 Access online tools and resources

 24/7 personal support is just a 

call or click away

HealthAdvocate.com/members



How to Register

 Go to HealthAdvocate.com/members 

to register and log in to the Health 

Advocate member website

 Choose “Marsh & McLennan” from the 

drop down menu

 First time users will create your own 

unique user name and password

First Time 

Users
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How to Reach Health Advocate

Telephone: 866.799.2488

Email: answers@HealthAdvocate.com 

Website: HealthAdvocate.com/members

Normal business hours are Monday - Friday from 8 am to 10 pm, Eastern Time

Health Advocate can be accessed 24/7. Staff is available for assistance after hours and on weekends.

Hours of Operation
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Teladoc Medical Experts Agenda

① New Branding

② Services Offered

③ 2021 Enhancements

④ Eligibility and Access
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• Best Doctors was acquired by 

Teladoc

• No change in services

• Combines the strengths of Teladoc 

and Advance Medical 

• Combines leading technology, 

consumer experience and 

clinical expertise with the trusted 

Teladoc brand

• First-of-its-kind, broad based 

virtual center of excellence



ResolutionInitiate 

Medical 
Services

Meet the 

physician to 

discuss 

concerns

What are the 

member’s 

concerns?

What is the 

medical history?

Does the 

diagnosis need 

confirmation?

Does the 

treatment plan 

or surgery need 

confirmation?

Is a new 

treating 

specialist 

needed?

Is emotional 

support needed?



Medical Opinion



Ask Teladoc Medical Experts

INITIATION RECOMMENDATIONINTAKE REVIEW 
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The member initiates by mobile 

app, web portal, phone, or 

can be warm transferred by 

another health vendor.

The member receives a report 

with the expert’s answers with 

suggestions for treatment 

options.

A Teladoc Medical Expert 

conduct an in-depth discussion 

with you to determine your 

questions and gather any 

necessary medical information.

A Teladoc Medical Expert 

chooses an expert that 

specializes in the member’s 

condition and sends his/her 

questions and medical 

information to review.



Critical Care
Teladoc Medical Experts draw on the expertise of leading critical care for 

acute medical events resulting in admittance to the trauma unit, ICU or NICU.

Example conditions:

Traumas to multiple organs 

and/or body systems

Complications from premature 

birth of a child

Spinal cord injuries

Traumatic brain injuries

Sepsis

Injuries to major organs, 

like the heart or lungs

Severe burns



Data-driven referrals to high-quality, in-network, primary, and specialty care

Individual member preferences: 
Consider member clinical needs for 

specialty, and preferences for gender, 

location, experience

In-network availability: Filters providers 

using most recent nationwide physician 

profiles with current health plan information

Quality markers: Determined by data 

scientists, markers include institution 

affiliations, board certifications, volume 

of referrals from other physicians, reviews

Recommendations: Personalized and 

reviewed with supplemental info so member 

maximizes the visit experience
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Medical Record eSummary  
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Teladoc Medical Experts will collect and organize a members medical records 
and provide them electronically via secure email or USB. The member will also 

receive a personal Health Alert Summary based on the records collected, 

giving a total snapshot of their medical wellness.

After the member 

signs a medical 

release form, Teladoc

Medical Experts will 

collect all medical 

records from the past 

five years

The Teladoc Medical Expert 

clinical team reviews 

records and offers guidance 

on health issues. The 

member receives a 

personalized Health Alert 

Summary that points out any 

health issues our physicians 

may have noticed, as well 

as a checklist of steps to 

keep the member  healthy.

All medical records, as 

well as  the health alert 

summary are 

conveniently provided 

electronically 

The member contacts 

Teladoc Medical Experts 

and a Member Advocate 

collects information about 

current health status, 

medical history and 

medical record 

information



•

•

•

New for 2021

MENTAL HEALTH



Eligibility and Member Access

Eligibility
All benefits eligible employees 

and family members, including 

parents and parents-in-law.

Member Access
Phone:1-800-TELADOC (835-2362)

Online: Teladoc.com/medicalexperts

App: Download the app 
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MSK Direct Agenda

① About Memorial Sloan Kettering

② MSK Locations

③ MSK Direct Program Overview

④ How to Contact MSK Direct
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MSK Direct
Cancer Care, Simplified

Presented by:
Carly Newhouse
Partner Engagement Manager
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About Memorial Sloan Kettering (MSK)
• The world’s oldest and largest private cancer 

center, devoting more than 135 years to patient 

care and research. 

• Consistently ranked among the top hospitals for 

adult and pediatric cancer care in the United 

States.

• Sole focus on cancer where all clinicians are 

specialized, practice collaboration, and have 

access to cutting edge research.  

• MSK changes patient’s diagnosis and/or 

treatment plan 26% of the time. 
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MSK Locations

2
1
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MSK Direct Program Overview

• All MMC U.S. colleagues, along with their eligible 

family members, are eligible to receive assistance 

through MSK Direct, subject to the individual having 

medical coverage that covers care at MSK.

• Access to this program is automatic. No need for 

enrollment.

• No cost to you for using MSK Direct services!

Support SpeedAwareness
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Words from Our Patients
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MSK Direct, Always Here for You

*Messages left outside of normal hours of operation will be returned the next  business day

Hours*: Monday through Friday 8:30 am to 5:30 pm EST

844-MMC-2MSK
6 6 2    2 6 7 5 



Q&A
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